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Editorial 
Very little theological work is being done in relation to African urbanization and Africa’s urban complexities. Yet, African cities will 
double in population by 2050, to stand at a staggering 1,5 billion people. Currently Africa is the continent with the fastest rate of 
urbanization, and cities like Lagos, Kinshasa and even the Gauteng City-Region will count among the largest cities in the world by 
2030.  

In 2020 the Centre for Contextual Ministry will transition into the Centre for Faith and Community, merging the work of the Centre 
for Contextual Ministry, the Centre for Public Theology, and the ecological agenda of the Nova Institute. We do theology, 
engagement in communities and transdisciplinary research against the backdrop of the African city, and the Gauteng City-Region. 

It is within this context that our research theme – Faith in the city – has become a central part of our Centre’s agenda. What are 
the contours of faith in the African city today? Are faith communities contributing in ways that are liberating or oppressive? Do 
we have faith in the possibility of African cities – with 62% of urban dwellers currently living in informal settlements or urban slums 
– to be safe, nourishing, life-affirming and flourishing human spaces for all?  

In our research project, “Urban Africa 2050”, 15 scholars from 15 theological institutions and 15 African cities, imagined together 
what theological education or formation should look like, if it was to mediate flourishing African cities. This resulted in 
recommendations for curriculum transformation, and the creation of an African network committed to urbanized theological 
education.  

We connect nationally with those committed to urban land justice, as expressed in access to affordable and well-located housing. 
During a recent Old Testament conference on land, we organized a panel of land and housing activists and politicians, sharing local 
contestations, imaginaries and strategies, for advancing access to urban land justice.  

At a local level, we are now in the second configuration of the “Pathways out of homelessness” research project. Phase 1 produced 
a policy and strategy on street homelessness in the City of Tshwane, whilst serving as a catalyst for launching a national network 
on street homelessness. Phase 2 of this project is paying closer attention to the growing number of older people being homeless; 
the reality of student homelessness; and the suburbanization of homelessness, whilst advising Statistics South Africa on “hard-to-
count” populations for the 2020 Census.  

Many of our second year Theology and Religion students engaged in urban communities in 2019, where they developed a 
sensitivity for the realities of urban vulnerability, in many forms, through deep listening, and practices of mutual sharing. We offer 
a one-year programme as part of postgraduate course work, titled Leadership in Urban Transformation, with cohorts in both 
Gauteng and Cape Town.  

We grow in an awareness of the necessity for theology, activism and healing to dwell together – to inform and shape each other, 
into mutually deepening forms of prophetic praxis. Apart from our courses in urban and community transformation, and missional 
congregational development, the greatest demand is for courses dealing with trauma, healing and counselling.  This is symptomatic 
of the wounded communities of African cities and towns, crying for both healing and justice. This also requires a more dedicated 
focus on ethical public leadership, a hope Vuyani Vellem held for our newly imagined Centre. 

Transitioning from 2019 to 2020, and into the new Centre for Faith and Community, we will continue to improve our course 
content and pedagogical approaches, do engaged research that can contribute to tangible change, and create transdisciplinary 
spaces in which scholars, practitioners, community members and activists, can share challenges and find solutions together.  

In doing all of the above, we do not dare forget that Africa is young, and our course offerings need to be reconsidered through the 
lense of children and the youth, in particular those facing precarious daily lives. Our capacity is thin and the landscapes of struggle 
and hope beg us to join in. We need to raise the bar in terms of resources, staffing and quality of output, if we are to honour our 
vocation.  

Stephan de Beer 
CCMDIRECTOR

 

 

“We have come to a growing appreciation of theology as change-making  

and research as the organisation of transformation” 
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Continued Education 
 

 

The Centre of Contextual Ministry is committed to equip change-makers. We 

see our courses at the core of our vocation – “to enable community and church 

leaders to insert themselves deeply in local contexts, to read their contexts well, 

to reflect theologically and Biblically, and to construct ministry responses that 

will bring about healing and change”. 

 

In 2019, the Centre has offered 32 courses offered through Enterprises@UP. 

These courses are offered in the areas of leadership, healing and counselling, 

organizational and congregational studies, and urban and community 

transformation studies. We had 749 students completing courses with the 

Centre in 2019.   

 

The Centre distinguishes between Programmes (with credits into postgraduate 

courses), Advanced Courses (3 days) and Basic Courses.  

 

Programmes 

Presented over a period of 12-18 months, these courses can also be taken as 

course work with credits into different postgraduate offerings in the Faculty of 

Theology.  

• Faith communities and missional leadership 

• Pastoral care and counselling 

• Narrative pastoral counselling 

• Youth ministry 

• Personal and corporate coaching 

• Leadership in urban transformation  

 

In 2019, more than 25 students who completed one of our Centre programmes 

before, were enrolled for postgraduate programmes in our Faculty.  

 

Advanced Short Courses 

Three-day courses are offered to people who have Grade 12 plus a three-year 

post-school qualification. All these Advanced Short Courses, as well as our 

Programmes, can be used for CPD points. Courses in the areas of healing and 

COURSES IN 2019 
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counselling have been in greatest demand, with the Trauma Counselling again 

being offered twice in 2019. Although we are encouraged by the uptake for this 

course, it probably says too much about the levels of trauma ordinary South 

Africans face daily.  

 

Basic Courses (short & long) 

These courses are offered to pastors and community workers who would like to 

equip themselves better theologically and otherwise, and who often lacked 

access to formal education. One by one these courses are now being accredited 

by the Association for Christian Religious Practitioners (ACRP). We have started 

to revise all our basic courses and should complete this process by the middle of 

2019. We are also in discussion with the Faculty of Theology and Religion about 

how best to ensure articulation from these courses into the undergraduate 

offerings of the Faculty. The basic courses are currently all offered in 

decentralized venues, and in 2018 courses were offered in Tshwane North 

(Soshanguve, Garankuwa, Moot and Arcadia), in Mamelodi East (on the UP 

Campus), in Soweto, Barberton and Rustenburg-Phokeng.    

  

Highlights of 2019 

 
 

 We had licensing agreements with three local host organizations 

(Tshwane North; Soweto; Rustenburg). These organisations presented 

our courses in their venues 

 We have hosted two “training of the trainer” workshops in 2019 

 We have made steady progress in the process of course revision and 

alignment with the Association of Christian Religious Practitioners (ACRP) 

with all our courses getting CPD points with ACRP. 

 Together with Enterprises@UP we are currently engaging ACRP for 

structured CPD which we will register with QCTO 

 The student numbers in Counselling courses through third-party 

agreements have increased steadily. This is good news but we now have 

to refine our academic quality assessment tools, to ensure that courses 

offered in collaboration fulfil the academic requirements at that level.  
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Third-Party Agreements 

 
 

The Centre is managing five third-party agreements, i.e. courses of other 

institutions certified by the Centre.   

 

The following institutions offer courses certified by the Centre:  

 

• Nehemiah Bible Institute—whom despite receiving full accreditation for  

           their course still wishes to continue partnering with the centre 

• Christian Lay Counselling 

• Institute for Urban Ministry 

• Coram Deo 

• Hospivision 

 

Teaching and postgraduate supervision 

 
In addition to Centre courses, Centre staff in 2019 also taught a “Church and 

city” module with MDiv students in Missiology; the 2nd year Community 

Engagement module and 3rd year Diaconate module in Practical Theology; and 

supervised 15-20 Honours, Masters and Doctoral students. 

 

Certificate Ceremonies   

 
 

The Centre hosted four Certificate Celebrations in 2019. One of these was 

official ones from the Centre while three extra ones were hosted in local 

communities where these celebrations were used as decentralised advertising. 

 

Our Annual Celebration and Certificate Ceremony this year took place on the 

17th May 2019. Human rights activist and filmmaker, Zackie Achmat, who co-

founded ground-breaking social movements such as Treatment Action 

Campaign and Equal Education, spoke at this event.  

 

Speaking on the Centre’s theme for 2019, Have Courage, Achmat used 

ordinary stories of people he has journeyed with to give a human face to the 
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quest for justice and human-centred public 

policy.  He said: “Churches and government 

should be sympathetic and more supportive 

towards the LGBT community, those with a drug 

problem, and the homeless. Pastors must be in 

the forefront in fighting these issues. 

Congregants must also ensure that their church 

tithes do not go towards buying the pastor an 

aeroplane, but that they go toward feeding the 

hungry.” Achmat encouraged the attendees to 

equip themselves with information and to read 

more and study further to build a better South 

Africa. 

 

The Certificate Ceremony is an annual 

celebration, which this year celebrated the 1125 students whom went through 

the various courses of the Centre from around South Africa in 2018. The day 

itself hosted 471 

graduates from around 

Gauteng in courses 

ranging from trauma 

counselling, to child 

and youth support, 

and urban and 

community 

transformation.   

 

“We need to be people 

of courage who will make change where we are. Most of our graduates work in 

faith communities and struggling communities;  today we  honour them for 

their hard-work and different journeys”, said Stephan de Beer, Director of the 

Centre for Contextual Ministry. “They need to embrace the fact that they make 

the change we need in our communities. Our courses is to equip change-

makers who act with courage”.    
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Engaged Research  
 

The Centre has registered four over-arching research themes, some with 

growing sub-themes. Each of the themes have committed research associates 

collaborating with us to generate new knowledge. In each of these themes an 

annual conference, consultation or conversation, is hosted, related courses 

developed, and pieces published either in academic journals or in popular 

publications.  We currently have 55 research associates working with the Centre. 

 

FAITH IN THE CITY 

 

Pathways out of Homelessness II 

The second phase of our Pathways out of Homelessness research project is well 

underway. There were many highlights in 2019 during this 2nd phase of the 

research project.  

 

In collaboration with the City of Tshwane and the Institute on Global 

Homelessness at the DePaul University in Chicago, Tshwane became one of only 

12 Vanguard Cities internationally to work towards ending or drastically 

reducing street homelessness in key populations. In the City of Tshwane, we are 

focusing on ending street homelessness with older people. Our Centre plays the 

leading role in the local, trans-disciplinary research project that backs up 

implementation of these daring goals.  

 

Statistics South Africa hosted the second meeting of the National Network on 

Street Homelessness, to discuss data gathering amongst street homeless 

populations. Both the National Network and this collaboration with Statistics 

South Africa are as a result of our homelessness research.  

 

The National Research Foundation agreed to fund Phase 2 of this project. 

Although they hardly give funds towards operational costs, this will enable 6-8 

postgraduate students to deepen explorations on issues related to street 

homelessness. We are very encouraged by 12 field workers – individuals who 

are homeless or used to be homeless. They have done a sterling job to interview 
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301 street homeless people in 6 geographical areas in the city, providing rich 

baseline data, upon which researchers can now further build.  

  

Transnational migration and precarious housing 

This project was launched in 2017 as a collaborative research project on 

transnational migration and precarious housing, with urban geographers at 

Georgia State University and Hong Kong Baptist University. It explores the 

housing status of transnational migrants in two urban communities of Tshwane, 

and traces the role of faith-based organizations in addressing precarious housing 

of migrants.  

 

We completed the field work with individual migrants in 2018 and did interviews 

with 15 NGOs working with transnational migrants in 2019. The project was 

completed in June 2019, and currently findings are being documented through 

academic articles, popular publications, and policy recommendations. 

 

Visiting researchers from Hong Kong and Atlanta visited our Faculty as part of 

this research project in July 2019. 

 

Urban Africa 2050: imagining theological education/formation for flourishing 

cities  

The Nagel Institute on World Christianity, based in Grand Rapids, Michigan, 

provided a grant for a multi-city research project with 15 collaborators from 13 

African cities. This 2-year long project brings together researchers from these 

cities who are with one foot in theological schools and another foot in their 

urban realities, asking two questions:  

 

 What will our cities look like by 2050?  

 How do we transform/urbanize our theological curricula (content & 

pedagogies) to foster a generation of leaders equal to the task of growing 

African cities?    

The close-out workshop, with researchers from 15 African cities was held at the 

Padre Pio Retreat Centre in Rietvlei from the 05 October 2019 until the 09 

October 2019. 
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Related Events or Publications  

On the 14th of February 2019, an edited book publication 

was launched by AOSIS, titled “Just Faith: Glocal 

Responses to Planetary Urbanization”. Edited by Stephan 

de Beer, ten chapters were contributed by authors from 

six continents, doing theological reflection amidst deep 

urban immersions. This online publication is available at  

https://books.aosis.co.za/index.php/ob/catalog/book/87  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://books.aosis.co.za/index.php/ob/catalog/book/87
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SOCIAL JUSTICE AND RECONCILIATION 

In this project, we are specifically interested in exploring the relationship 

between social justice and reconciliation, considering in how far deep and 

sustained reconciliation is possible without a deeper sense of social justice, 

restitution and restoration. We do this through a small research team delving 

deep into their own research questions, but also creating conversational spaces 

in which to reflect on various topics.  

 

In the month of August 2019, we had a concentrated focus on issues related to 

social justice, in conjunction with the annual Feast of the Clowns of the Tshwane 

Leadership Foundations. Students of theology, urban practitioners, and activists 

working in different fields, collaborated to create awareness and foster an 

understanding of various societal issues.  

 

The Centre for Sexualities, AIDS and Gender at the University of Pretoria, hosted 

a Gender Justice Workshop with us on 2 August 2019. In what was at times a 

highly contested space, they offered excellent and sensitive facilitation.  

 

 
On the Mamelodi and Hatfield Campuses of our University, Father Jonathan 

Londt spoke about The Arts as a tool for reconciliation and justice work in your 

local community. He spoke about how music, poetry and art were used as tools 

of both protest and healing, during and after Apartheid. He contemplated the 

retrieval of these resources for recording the history of oppression today, and 

to serve as a source of healing.  
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Roelf Schoeman spoke on healing of historical trauma, using his personal 

experience of being a soldier of the Apartheid government being taught to see 

black people as his enemy. He reflected on ‘moral injury’ and feeling betrayed 

when he realised he was on the wrong side of history (and justice).  

 

 

 

Stephan de Beer hosted a discussion on the Mamelodi campus on spatial 

justice, titled Owning the city. Caroline Powell reflected on spatial justice from 

a Cape Town perspective on the Hatfield Campus.  
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This was complemented by the book launch of Homelands, a photo-

documentary of the Woodlane Village 

informal settlement in Pretoria East, 

telling the story of Donald Banda.  

 

Pieter de Vos, an anthropologist doing 

photo-ethnographies, became a close 

friend of Donald’s, and tells the story of 

the informal settlement through the 

life and story of Donald.  

 

De Vos painted vivid picture of life in 

this settlement and tried to capture the 

hopes and dreams of the community. 

He fielded questions from the audience 

who gathered for the book promotion.  

 

 

 

 

On World Homelessness Day – 10 October 2019 – the Centre participated in a 

procession to the Union Buildings that highlighted the challenge of 

homelessness in the City of Tshwane.  
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On Global Ethics Day – Wednesday 16 October 2019 – the Centre hosted a 

conversation on good governance, facilitated by Mike Batley from the 

Restorative Justice Centre.   

 

CHILDREN, FAITH AND SOCIETY 

This research focused was able to publish a special collection of articles, in 

conjunction with Child Theology Africa, through HTS Theological Studies, under 

the rubric Emancipatory methodologies of doing theology with children. A rich 

variety of authors contributed to this collection.  

  

SPIRITUALITY AND HEALTH 

We are hosting Hospivision and a research 

theme focusing on spirituality and health. The 3d 

Biennial Conference on Spirituality and Health 

Care took place, both in Cape Town and Pretoria 

on May 2019.  

 

The theme for this conference was Spirituality, 

Healing and the Bible: on the role of Scripture in 

faith –and-healing spiritualties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For a better idea of our research and outputs go to our CCM website at 

www.ccmresearch.org.za 
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Engaged Communities  
 

All the courses and research of the Centre are located in or with communities 

and seeking to contribute directly to their well-being. Apart from the Centre’s 

formal work, staff of the Centre is also engaged in voluntary and consulting 

capacities with various community- and church-based initiatives.   

 

Urban Studio  

The Urban Studio is both a concept and physical spaces. The Urban Studio is a 

trans-disciplinary space in which action, reflection, dialogue and research are 

combined. Currently we run an Urban Studio in the inner city of Pretoria with 

the Tshwane Leadership Foundation, and in Mamelodi East, operating from the 

Mamelodi Campus. Selena Headley has made progress with her PhD work, 

working on the Urban Studio as a concept for liberating urban theological 

education, focusing on Cape Town. This work is partly supported by German-

based development funder, Misereor.  We have exceeded their expectations by 

achieving all the outcomes of the proposed project, but also going beyond what 

they were hoping for.  

 

Feast at UP   

 

In August of 2019 we once again collaborated with the Feast of the Clowns, this 

time hosting a smaller version of the feast@UP, a collaborative of students and 

academics at UP, fostering a consciousness for social justice. In 2019 the Theme 

for the event was #OwnYourCity! A collection of workshops was held on two 

campuses of the University of Pretoria, at the University of South Africa, and in 

venues in the city centre.   

 

This culminated in the annual Feast of the Clowns on Saturday 16 August 2019.  
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Institutional Development  
 

PARTNERSHIPS 

We run all our courses in conjunction with Enterprises@UP. We have 

maintained our third-party agreements with five institutions, offering courses in 

conjunction with the Centre, and entered into three licensing agreements with 

partners hosting our courses in decentralized venues.  

 

The Centre worked closely with individuals from the Departments of 

Jurisprudence, Anthropology, Family Medicine, Nursing Sciences, Social Work, 

Town and Regional Planning, Architecture, and the Albert Luthuli Centre for 

Responsible Leadership. The Centre Director served on the Advisory Boards of 

the Centre for the Study of Resilience (Faculty of Education) as well as the Centre 

for Gender, AIDS and Sexualities (Faculty of Humanities).   

 

We have worked closely with a range of partners. NGOs and training institutions 

that we worked with included the Royal Bafokeng Institute, the Tshwane 

Leadership Foundation, the Institute for the Healing of Memories, the Jesuit 

Institute, Resonate Global Mission, Echo Youth Development, Servant Partners, 

Lead4Christ, the Restorative Justice Centre, the Institute for Urban Ministry, 

Chance2Advance (UNISA), Yeast City Housing, the Tshwane Homelessness 

Forum and the National Homelessness Network, and The Warehouse in Cape 

Town.  

 

We worked closely with research partners from other South African universities, 

including UNISA, Stellenbosch, Northwest and the Western Cape. 

 

International collaboration continued in 2019 with colleagues from African 

Operation; Leadership Foundations; Institute for Global Homelessness, DePaul 

University; Fordham University; Community Solutions; Pittsburgh Theological 

Seminary; Georgia State University; Hong Kong Baptist University; Management 

Centre Innsbruck (MCI), the VID University in Oslo, Norway, and Ersta 

Hogskolan, Stockholm, Sweden.  
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We also signed Memoranda of Understanding with the Institute for the Healing 

of Memories (IOHM) and he Association for Christian Religious Practitioners 

(ACRP)  

 

In addition, 13 institutions from across African endorsed our Urban Africa 2050 

programme, having researchers as part of our research team, tasked to develop 

an urban focus – in the form of a module, a specialization or a postgraduate 

offering – at their host institution. This was funded by the Nagel Institute on 

World Christianity, based at Calvin University in Grand Rapids.  

 

HUMAN RESOURCES  

The Centre consists of a Director (seconded by the Department of Practical 

Theology), a Project Manager and a Centre Administrator. In addition, we have 

employed one research assistant in 2019. In Mamelodi a part-time convenor for 

our Urban Studio formed part of our team, funded by the Tshwane Leadership 

Foundation.  

In the previous two Annual Reports we indicated our huge capacity challenge. 

We hope to address it in part in 2020. Securing postdoctoral fellows annually, as 

well as NRF interns can also assist to address our capacity problem.  

 

Our organizational infrastructure remained the same since 2012, although our 

footprint doubled: number of courses and students, as well as an entire complex 

research portfolio.    
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GOVERNANCE  

The Centre has an Advisory Board that consisted, in 2019, of the members in 

the table here below.  

 
Faculty & church representatives  
Prof Jerry Pillay   Dean, Faculty of Theology, or his/her representative & representative  

of the United Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa   
Prof Cas Wepener Head of the Department, Practical Theology (UP) or his/her 

representative 
Seat Vacant Representative of the Uniting Reformed Church of Southern Africa 
Dr Andre Bartlett  Representative of the NG Kerk 
Dr Andre Ungerer  Representative of the Ned Hervormde Kerk 
 

Additional members  
Dr Dan SB Lephoko 
Dr Genevieve James 
Bishop Themba Mntambo 
Pastor Philip P Dungulu 
Rev Moss Ntlha 
 
Director of the Centre                Prof Stephan de Beer 
 
Attending on behalf of the  
Department of Finance   Ms Charlotte Vosloo 

 

FINANCES                         

 
Items  Actual: 2019 

INCOME 1,084,359 

Courses & consulting  
*CE@UP 
*Course fees Masters 
*Services rendered  

560,517 
327,405 
 0 
233,112 

Third-stream income ($20 000 Nagel + 710,367 Misereor) 

Interest realized  108,584 

Other  413,115 

EXPENSES 1,049,292 

Employee remuneration 697,760 

Travelling, promotion, liaison  169,014 

Administration   60,738 

Equipment   10,850 

Surplus / (deficit) for the year  35,067 

Balance January 2019 1,201,786 

Balance end of the year  December 2019 1,236,853 

 

In 2019 we were once again supported financially by individuals, churches, 

business and foundations, topping up the funds we generate through offering 

courses to over 700 students. 
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Summary  
 

Our theme for 2019 was “Have courage!”. Through different events, workshops 

and our annual celebration, we reflected on this call.  

 

During 2019 we completed our conversations about the merger of the Centre 

for Contextual Ministry and the Centre for Public Theology, which, in itself, 

required courage to go beyond our comfort zones, to imagine something new, 

and to set out in unchartered territory.  

 

Towards the end of 2019, we had to dig deep to find the courage to deal with 

the loss of Professor Vuyani Vellem, our beloved friend, colleague and 

companion on this journey. He would have helped to incubate our new Centre, 

and had specific contributions to make. We hope to honour his legacy by doing 

two things: (i) hosting an annual Memorial Lecture on Black Theology of 

Liberation, in his honour, and (ii) adding an emphasis on ethical public 

leadership, which he envisioned.   

 

In the conversations on different expressions of justice towards the latter part 

of 2019, it became clear, again, that none of that work can be done, without 

being infused by a profound sense of courage, which is both found in spiritual 

sources but also in deep forms of community.  

 

As we entered 2020, the theme of having courage is now playing itself out, in 

the face of Covid-19, and the urgency placed upon us to do things in ways we 

have never done before, to be church outside the walls, to do theology in 

uncertain times, to embrace our own vulnerability and that of others, 

hospitably.  

 

Our own research has set us up to engage deeply with homeless communities 

and urban policy-makers during Covid-19, requiring courage at all fronts to 

accelerate delivery of infrastructure that should have been the norm before, but 

never was: because homeless persons were not seen, nor regarded with the 

dignity bestowed on them by God. 
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In what remains of 2020 we need to live in that courage, strengthening our 

capacity, walking into new opportunities, whilst rooting ourselves deeper in a 

liberating spirituality, as articulated by Jesus in Luke 4.  

 

Our theme during this year, unlike 2019, is: “Resist, reclaim, sustain”. As we set 

out in courage, our educational and research endeavours will be steered by 

these three imperatives: to resist, to reclaim, to sustain.  

 

I close this report, as I did the one of 2019, with the exact same words:  

 

Will we be found wanting, or will we be courageous, even though trembling, in 

embracing the task at hand? 

 

Stephan de Beer                                                        26 April 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


